This is the latest version of the "Living Rules" for "Pacific Battles: The Rising Sun," as of 09/27/02. Changes made on that latest date of revision are underlined in the text below. A further clarification concerning artillery was added on 03/17/03. That clarification, in the form of a Q&A is located at the very end of this file and is underlined and in italics.

[1.0] INTRODUCTION
	Pacific Battles is a set of games depicting the most important ground battles of the Pacific Theater of Operations in World War II. This volume is The Rising Sun, covering the early months of the war in the Pacific. 
	The first part of the rules contains the standard rules common to all games in the series. Each of the games has its own set of specific rules; players should find it easy to play any of them once they have mastered the basic system.
[2.0] GAME EQUIPMENT
2.1 Game Pieces 
2.11 The various pieces representing the military formations engaged in the battles depicted in The Rising Sun are called “units.” Each unit has numbers and symbols that represent the capabilities and identity of the unit. Each has a color that indicates its nationality:
 Japanese Army—White
 Japanese Navy—Red
 United States Army—Medium green
 United States Marines/Navy—Olive drab
 British Commonwealth—Tan
 Filipino—Light green
2.12 Sample Ground Combat Units
	Most ground units have both a front and back side. The front side represents the unit’s full strength; if forced to take a step loss, the unit is flipped to its reverse (reduced). Reduced units that take another step loss are destroyed.
2.13 Unit Types
[Note: Certain of the unit types will be used in future games in the series.]
2.13 Unit size symbols
 	XXXX army
	XXX corps
 	XX division
 	X brigade
[X] or [III] ad hoc grouping of battalions
III 	regiment/group (Japanese engineer and recon regiments were historically battalion sized formations)
II 	battalion/squadron
I 	company
2.2 Maps and Charts
	The maps in Pacific Battles represent the contested areas of the battles being simulated. Each hexagon (or “hex”) represents the predominant terrain. The following charts and tables are necessary for game play:
• Combat Results Table (CRT)
• Terrain Effects Chart (TEC)
• Bombardment Table (on the maps) 
• Player cards (one each for Allied and Japanese player)
• Turn Record Charts (on the maps) 
2.21 Each player has a Player Aid card. This includes:
•Initiative track: used to determine the player’s initiative status.
• Replacement track: used to indicate current number of step losses and declared attacks. 
• Air units: used to indicate air units available for bombardment.
• Eliminated units: used to hold units which have been either permanently or temporarily eliminated.
2.3 Definition of Terms
Bombardment strength: An artillery unit’s ability to attack enemy ground units.
Combat strength: The relative strength of a unit to engage in combat with other units, expressed in combat factors. 
Command radius: The range, measured in hexes, of a headquarters unit to exert its command rating. This is not printed on units but defined by scenario.
Command rating: The relative ability of a headquarters unit to coordinate battlefield operations. This is used to place units in reserve and commit them to action during reserve movement (9.1). 
Formation: The parent formation of a group of subordinate units; can be a regiment, brigade, or division.
Movement allowance: A unit’s ability to move across the terrain on the map measured in movement factors.
Proficiency rating: A unit’s level of morale, training and cohesiveness. This provides a die roll modifier in combat and (optionally) to remove disruption markers.
Range factor: An artillery unit’s ability to “fire” across the map measured in hexes. “U” means an unlimited range (can fire anywhere on the map).
2.4 Rounding Convention
	For all game functions, ratios of .50 and higher are rounded up. Ratios of.49 and lower are rounded down. This includes the ratio for combat resolution. For example, a 2.5-1 attack is rounded up to a 3-1; it is not a 2-1 like in most other games.
2.5 Die Roll Modifiers
	Die roll modifiers (DRM) are additions or subtractions from the die roll (for example: a +1 die roll modifier to a die roll of 4 would turn the final result into a 5). If more than one modifier is applied, then use the cumulative total.
[3.0] SEQUENCE OF PLAY
3.1 Each complete game turn includes two player turns with a number of different phases. These phases must be performed in strict sequence. A complete game turn consists of the following phases:
1. Initiative Determination Phase (Optional Rules only)
2. Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase
3. First Player Turn
 	a. Bombardment Phase
 	b. Regular Movement Phase
 	c. Regular Combat Phase
 	d. Reserve Movement Phase
 	e. Reserve Combat Phase
4. Second Player Turn 
	a. Bombardment Phase
 	b. Regular Movement Phase
 	c. Regular Combat Phase
 	d. Reserve Movement Phase
	 e. Reserve Combat Phase
5. Administrative Phase
3.2 Expanded Sequence of Play 
(see player aid card)
4.0 THE INITIATIVE
	For each game turn, either player may gain the initiative. The player who does so becomes the first player for that turn and also gains certain benefits to command and movement; the other player becomes the second player. Possession of the initiative may change from turn to turn. 
	Players should consider the initiative rule as optional. Each scenario will specify which player is the First Player if they decide not to use the initiative rule. If not using the initiative rule, then ignore all other effects of initiative stated below.
4.1 Initiative Determination
4.11 Each player declares how many attacks he intends to conduct during the current game turn. This total is added to the roll of a single die. Compare both players’ totals: the player with the highest total has gained the initiative.
4.12 The player who had the initiative in the last turn adds one to his total. If this player also had momentum, he adds two. 
4.13 Bidding for the initiative is not mandatory. A player may voluntarily relinquish the initiative to his opponent.
4.14 The player with the initiative is committed to conduct his declared attacks that game turn. (He may conduct more than the declared number but no less.) Failure to conduct the declared number of attacks results in the immediate loss of the game. The required attacks may involve any number of units and may occur during the regular or reserve combat phase. The player who lost the initiative is relieved of the requirement to make his declared number of attacks; he may make no attacks or even make more than he originally declared.

Only attacks conducted with a least one ground unit are valid for 
purposes of gaining the initiative.

4.2 Effects of Gaining the Initiative 
The player with the initiative:
	(1) becomes the first player for that player turn. 
	(2) adds “1” to each of the command ratings for his headquarters units. 
	(3) every unit of the initiative player gains one extra movement point.
4.3 Momentum
4.31 Beginning on the third consecutive turn in which a player has the initiative, he is also said to have gained momentum.
4.32 In addition to the effects of gaining the initiative, the player with momentum receives a +1 die roll modification during all combat resolution.
4.33 The player with momentum also has the option to reroll any one of his attacks during each game turn. This option can be exercised after the results of the attack have been determined but before the next attack is resolved. The momentum player simply states his desire use his re-roll option and rolls the die a second. time. This result is final.
5.0 REPLACEMENTS & REINFORCEMENTS
	Replacements are used to bring reduced units back to full strength or to return destroyed units to play. During each turn, both players keep track of the total number of steps lost. A percentage of these losses become replacement points. Each replacement point can be used to recreate one step of unit strength.
5.1 How Replacements are Received
5.11 Each player has a replacement track on his player card. During each turn, players track certain steps lost on his replacement track. Each nationality (United States, Japan, Commonwealth, and Philippines) keeps a separate track with the markers provided. U.S. and Japanese losses are also divided by service (Army, Marines). Only the loss of infantry types (see 2.13) and armor units are recorded; other unit step losses are not tracked as they cannot be replaced. Loss of headquarters is covered in section 14.0.
5.12 On the turn following their loss (and during the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase), the lost steps are multiplied by the owning player’s replacement factor. The result, using the rounding rule, is the number of replacement steps received. 
5.13 Players may not accumulate replacements from turn to turn. If they are not used on the turn they are received, they are lost.
5.2 How Replacements are Used
5.21 Replacement points may only be used to replace steps of a corresponding type. For example, U.S. Marine infantry replacement points may only replace marine steps. Armor steps may only be replaced using armor replacement points. 
5.22 Reduced units. During the Replacement Phase, replacement points are used to bring reduced units to full strength. The units receiving the replacements may be adjacent to enemy units. Units receiving replacements may move and fight normally. To augment a reduced unit, simply expend the appropriate replacement point to flip the unit to its full strength side. 
5.23 Eliminated units. Units reclaimed from the eliminated unit box may receive one or two steps, if available. Destroyed units that reenter play from the Destroyed Units Box are placed on the map in the same hex or adjacent to another friendly unit of the same formation, or in any friendly supply source hex. A unit reentering in this manner can never be placed adjacent to an enemy unit. A unit may be destroyed and reclaimed any number of times during a game, depending on the availability of replacement points. 
5.25 Units in the Permanently Destroyed Box may never receive replacement points and are never returned to play.
5.3 Reinforcements
	Players receive additional units, called reinforcements, after the game has begun, in accordance with the scenario rules of each game. Unless otherwise indicated, reinforcements arrive at full strength and are considered to be in full supply on the turn of their arrival. Reinforcements may arrive on a designated map edge or are placed in the player’s Staging Area, as designated by scenario. Reinforcements may not be designated as reserves on the turn of their arrival.
5.31 Reinforcement Staging Area. Players have a box on their player cards in which they can place units received as reinforcements but not yet on the map. Units in the Staging Area can not interact with the hexagon portion of the map until they are committed to play (usually by naval or airborne movement). 
[6.0] STACKING
Placing more than one unit in a single hex is called stacking.
6.1 Stacking Limits
	Different games in Pacific Battles have different stacking limits. These are explained in the specific rules for each game. Game markers and air and naval units never count toward stacking limits.
6.2 When Stacking Applies
6.21 Stacking limits only apply at the end of each movement phase and at the conclusion of any combat phase. Any number of units may traverse a hex between these times during a player turn.
6.22 If a hex remains overstacked at the end of a movement or combat segment, the owning player must remove or reduce units sufficient to bring the stack within required limits.
[7.0] ZONES OF CONTROL
	Most units possess a zone of control (ZOC) that extends into the six adjacent hexes. ZOCs never extend into mountain hexes, across mountain hexsides, into all sea hexes or into city hexes. Also, ZOCs do not extend into hexes into which movement is prohibited. Some games in the series have additional specific ZOC rules.
7.1 Which Units Possess ZOCs
All units except the following possess ZOCs:
	• Headquarters
	• Artillery (this includes self-propelled artillery, mountain artillery, antitank, antiaircraft, mortar, and defense battalion units)
	• Aircraft ground support units
	• Air units
	• Naval units
7.2 Effects of ZOCs on Movement 
7.21 Units must cease movement when they enter an enemy ZOC. Units that begin a movement phase in an enemy ZOC may leave that ZOC and reenter another enemy ZOC; however, units may not move directly from one ZOC to another (exception: see 7.22).
7.22 Infiltration. Japanese units that begin a movement phase in an enemy ZOC may move through enemy ZOCs in certain situations. If the Japanese unit begins the phase in an enemy ZOC in jungle or rough terrain, it may move into an adjacent hex in an enemy ZOC if that hex is also a jungle or rough hex. The infiltrating unit can move no farther that turn. 
• Allied units may never infiltrate.
7.3 Effects of ZOCs on Combat
	Units are not required to attack simply by being in an enemy ZOC. 
7.4 Effects of ZOCs on Supply 
	Supply cannot be traced through enemy ZOCs; however, friendly units negate enemy ZOCs for purposes of tracing supply. 
[8.0] MOVEMENT
8.1 How to Move Units 
8.11 During each of his two movement phases, the moving player may move any, all, or none of his eligible units. Each unit moves across the game map from hex to adjoining hex, paying the appropriate movement point cost for each hex entered and each hexside crossed. Refer to the Terrain Effects Chart for exact costs.
8.12 Units may be moved singly or in stacks. If stacked, the entire stack may only move at the rate of the slowest unit. Units may leave stacks and continue to move independently at any time and slower units may be dropped off during the move. Movement of one unit or one stack must end before another unit or stack can be moved. Once a player has moved a unit, he may not retrace its movement path.
8.13 Movement points may never be accumulated from turn to turn and may never be transferred from unit to unit. (But see the AMTRAC rule for transport.)
8.2 Factors Affecting Movement
8.21 The terrain on the game map is the predominant factor affecting movement. As outlined in the Terrain Effects Chart, each hex entered and each hexside crossed costs movement points. These costs must be paid before a unit can move into a hex. 
8.22 A player can always move a unit one hex per turn, regardless of the movement point cost; however, such movement may not be into prohibited terrain or through enemy ZOCs (exception: see 7.22).
8.23 Units may use roads and trails only when they move along contiguous road hexes. When using road and trail movement, other terrain costs for hexes and hexsides the road crosses are negated. If not moving along a road or trail, the full cost to enter a hex or to cross a hexside must be paid.
8.24 Units may never enter a hex occupied by an enemy unit. They may enter all sea hexes only if using naval movement.
8.3 Strategic Movement
	Either player may execute a special type of movement called strategic movement. Units using this type of movement gain additional movement points.
8.31 Strategic movement is permitted only during the regular movement phase. Units in reserve are not permitted to use strategic movement.
8.32 When using strategic movement, units double their movement allowance. They may not begin in or enter a hex adjacent to an enemy unit during any part of their movement. Units may not enter the map as a reinforcement using strategic movement.
[9.0] RESERVE UNITS
	Certain units may be placed in Reserve. This allows them to be moved during the friendly reserve movement phase or the enemy combat phase under certain circumstances.
9.1 How Reserves Are Created
9.11 Reserves are created during the phasing player’s regular movement phase (only). To enter reserve status, a unit must not be adjacent to an enemy unit and must not have expended more than half its movement points during its regular movement phase. A unit may move out of an enemy ZOC and then attempt to enter reserve in the same phase.
9.12 Units must be within the command radius of a friendly headquarters unit of the same formation and must pass a command check to enter reserve status. This is done as follows:
	(1) Roll one die.
	(2) If the result is equal to or less than the command rating of the controlling headquarters the check is passed and the unit may enter reserve status. Place a reserve marker on the unit. 
9.13 The reserve check is made at the end of the unit’s movement; regardless of the outcome of the die roll, it may move no farther in that turn.
9.14 Units with no formation headquarters can use any friendly headquarters for reserve creation purposes.
9.2 Remaining in Reserve Status 
	A unit can remain in reserve as long as the owning player desires, or until any of the following occurs:
	(1) An enemy unit moves adjacent to the reserve unit;
	(2) The reserve unit loses a step due to enemy bombardment;
	(3) The unit is moved during a reserve movement phase;
	(4) The unit is moved during one of the enemy’s combat phases to reinforce a friendly-occupied hex under attack;
	(5) The reserve marker is removed by the player during the administrative phase.
9.3 Commitment of Reserves
	Reserves can only be moved only at specific times during the game turn. Units attempting reserve movement must make a command check.
9.31 Offensive Reserves. The phasing player may move his reserves during his reserve movement phase (these are called offensive reserves). 
9.32 Defensive Reserves. The non-phasing player may attempt to move reserves during the enemy player’s regular or reserve combat phases to augment friendly forces under attack (these are called defensive reserves). 
9.32 Both offensive and defensive commitment of reserves must be preceded by a successful command check. This procedure is the same used during reserve creation. A check is made for each unit; those failing may not move but they retain their reserve status. Offensive reserves can make only a single command check during the reserve movement phase. Defensive reserves may make any number of command checks (a maximum of one for each hex the owning player attempts to reinforce) during the two enemy combat phases of a turn.
9.32 Offensive reserves, when committed, may move up to one half of their movement allowance during the reserve movement phase. They are also eligible to attack during the reserve combat phase. Keep the reserve marker on units moving during the reserve-movement phase to denote their eligibility to attack during the reserve combat phase.
9.33 Defensive reserves, when committed, are moved during the combat resolution procedure. Defensive reserves may use up to one-half of their movement allowance and may only move to a hex under attack. They add their defense strength to the attacked hex. (Note this can radically alter the combat odds.) 
[10.0] COMBAT
	During his combat phases, the player may make as many attacks as he desires, in any order he desires (within the scope of the rules, of course). Combat between units is completely voluntary. Friendly units must be adjacent to enemy units to initiate combat. Units that are attacked cannot refuse combat. Units stacked in the same hex must defend together using a combat strength equal to the total defensive strength of all units in the hex. 
10.1 Restrictions on Combat
10.11 Combat only occurs during each player’s regular or reserve combat phase. The appropriate player initiates attacks. 
1 0.12 Each defending hex may only be subjected to a single attack during each combat phase. Each attack may be launched against only a single defending hex.
10.13 A unit’s attack strength is unitary—no unit can divide its attack strength to attack different hexes; however, if attacking units are stacked, not all units have to participate in the same attack.
10.2 How to Resolve Combat 
For each combat:
Step 1: The attacking player indicates which hex he will attack and designates the attacking unit(s). He selects a lead unit and designates any supporting artillery, naval or air units. 
Step 2: The defending player selects his lead unit and designates any supporting artillery, naval or air units.
Step 3: The defending player designates any reserve units for reserve movement; if they pass a command check, these units may reinforce the defending hex. 
Step 4: The attacking player conducts bombardment with his supporting units.
Step 5: The defending player conducts bombardment with his supporting units.
Step 6: If all defending units have been destroyed, go to step 10. If any defending units survive following bombardment, the supply status of all participating units is determined.
Step 7: The odds of the attack are now determined. The attacking player totals the attack strength of all his engaged units. The defender does the same for all his defending units. Divide the attacker’s total by the defender’s total; this is the raw combat ratio. By using the rounding rule and rounding the ratio either up or down as appropriate, the odds of the attack are calculated.
Step 8: Take these odds and use any modifications to combat to determine the final odds. Combat odds can be modified by various shifts for terrain and other designated factors (outlined next to the Combat Results Table). Take the final odds and find the appropriate column on the Combat Results Table.
Step 9: Determine any die roll modifiers (see the Combat Results Table). Select which CRT to use (see 10.4), Roll the die and apply the results. 
Step 10: If the defending hex is now vacant, friendly units may conduct an advance after combat.
10.3 Modifications for Combat
	Several factors affect combat resolution. These will cause either a column shift on the combat results table or a die roll modification (DRM). Column shifts and DRMs may be awarded to both the attacker and defender during the same combat. Column shifts for the attacker move the odds column to the right; column shifts for the defender move the odds column to the left. DRMs for the attacker are added to the die; for the defender, they are subtracted. After both players have applied any combat modifications, the net of the total is used to resolve combat.
10.31 Terrain. Terrain may result in column shifts for the defender, as shown on the Terrain Effects Chart. The effects of all terrain modifications are cumulative.
10.32 Fortifications. Units defending in fortifications receive a column shift. Attacking engineers cancel the column shift for fortification (see 12.0).
10.33 Concentric attack. If a defending unit is attacked by units from opposite hexes or at least from three different hexes so that the defending unit is surrounded by the attacking units or their zones of control, the attacking player gains a one column shift. The presence of units friendly to the defender in any adjacent hexes does not nullify the column shift.
10.34 Formation integrity. If all non-headquarters units in the same formation are involved in the same attack, a column shift is awarded. For the attacker, all component units must be engaged in the same attack; for the defender, the defending unit(s) must be stacked with or adjacent to all other component units of the involved formation. Once a formation loses one of its component units, it is no longer eligible for the formation integrity bonus. There is no limit to the number of shifts generated by formation integrity that may be applied to a single combat. The formations eligible for unit integrity are designated in the scenario rules for each game.
10.35 Amphibious assault. See section 16.32.
10.36 Die roll modifications: 
10.361 Unit proficiency. Each unit is assigned a unit proficiency rating. For each combat, both players each select one unit to act as “lead.” The proficiency ratings of these units are compared and the die roll is modified by the difference. The DRM is subtracted from the die roll if the defender’s proficiency rating is higher; the DRM is added if the attacker’s was higher. If losses are required, the lead unit must suffer the first step loss.
10.362 If either player has a tank unit engaged in combat and the other player does not, the player possessing the armor receives one DRM. If both players have tanks present, no DRM is awarded. Defending antitank units and self-propelled gun and tank destroyer units also negate the attacker’s armor DRM. 
10.363 Momentum. See 4.32
10.4. Maximum Effort 
	For each combat, the attacking player has the option of declaring a maximum effort. Maximum effort must be declared before the die is rolled to resolve combat. Use the Maximum Effort CRT instead of the Normal CRT. 
10.5 Japanese Banzai Attacks
	The Japanese player may declare any attack involving any infantry or unit as a banzai attack. All Japanese units in the attack must execute banzai attacks. No Japanese artillery, air or naval units may support the attack. The attack factor of all participating units is doubled. Whatever the result of the attack, all Japanese units involved are removed and placed in the Permanently Destroyed Box. 
10.6 The Combat Results Table
	The Combat Results Table (CRT) determines the outcome of combat. An “A” result affects the attacker, while a “D” result affects the defender. The number following the letter is the step loss the designated player must suffer. In each combat, the defender must absorb his required number of step losses before the attacker absorbs his.
10.7 Step Losses and Loss Priorities 
	Every strength step removed from involved units satisfies one increment of the combat result. For example, if a full strength unit is flipped to its reduced side, one increment of the required step loss has been met. 
10.71 The owning player decides how to distribute step losses among his units. However, the lead unit must take the first step loss. Additionally, all units in a given attack or defense must suffer one step loss before any unit can receive a second step loss. 
10.72 Units that are eliminated are placed in the Destroyed Unit Box or the Permanently Destroyed Unit Box. Refer to 15.3 to determine which units are placed in the Permanently Destroyed Box.
10.8 Advance after Combat 
	If all defending units are eliminated, any surviving attacking units (within stacking limits) can immediately move into the defender’s hex. This option must be exercised immediately before the next combat is resolved.
10.81 Pursuit
10.811 If the number of losses called for exceeded the number of steps in the defender's hex, these are called unfulfilled step losses. If the defender had unfulfilled step losses, but the number of losses called for exceeded the number of steps in the defender’s hex, the attacker can advance additional hexes. The number of extra hexes advanced is equal to the number of unfulfilled step losses, up to a maximum of three hexes. The attacker can advance one hex into the former defender’s hex, and then up to two more hexes. When conducting an advance, attacking units may advance in any direction (the first hex will still be the defender’s hex) but must stop when entering the first enemy ZOC (an advance can always be a minimum of one hex into the former enemy hex, even through enemy ZOCs). 
10.812 It is possible the attacker’s bombardment may completely destroy the defending force in a hex before the attack is executed (this refers only to bombardment conducted in conjunction with an attack by adjacent non-bombarding units). In this case, the attacking forces simply skip the actual attack and immediately conduct an advance after combat up to the maximum number of hexes (three).
11.0 ARTILLERY 
11.1 Characteristics of Artillery Units 
11.11 Artillery units do not have to be adjacent to an enemy unit to participate in combat. Each artillery unit has a range factor that indicates how many hexes it may “fire.” For offensive support, the artillery unit attacks the hex containing the defending unit(s). For defensive support, the target hex is the hex of the friendly unit under attack. This range does not include the hex the artillery unit is in, but does include the target hex.
• In some scenarios, antiaircraft and antitank units are treated as artillery; this is indicated by their having a range factor. Otherwise, antiaircraft and antitank units are treated as non-artillery types.
11.12 Artillery units may fire only once each player turn. Place a fired marker on each unit when it fires. Remove all fired markers during the administrative phase. 
11.13 Artillery units may not move into an enemy ZOC unless accompanied by a friendly non-artillery or if a friendly unit already occupies the hex in which the enemy ZOC is being exerted.
11.14 Artillery units have a defense strength of “1” and may never attack using the CRTs. 
11.15 Fire Coordination. Artillery fires at full strength only under the following conditions:
	(1) The artillery unit is assigned to a formation and is firing at an enemy unit adjacent to a unit of the same formation. 
	(2) The artillery unit is NOT assigned to a formation and is firing at an enemy unit adjacent to any friendly unit. 
	In all other cases, artillery fires at half strength. Note that enemy units not adjacent to friendly units may be attacked, but in all cases are attacked at half strength.
11.2 Bombardment 
	Each artillery unit has a bombardment factor. During combat resolution, both players may employ artillery to attack enemy ground units that have been designated to participate in combat. The firing player selects a target unit and totals the number of bombardment factors. Units may only be bombarded by artillery once per combat phase. 
11.21 Resolving bombardment. Total the bombardment factors involved and find the appropriate column on the Bombardment Table. If the target unit belongs to the phasing (attacking) player, add one to the die roll. Results of bombardment include destruction of the target unit (by the loss of two steps), loss of a single step, or loss of a single step and disruption.
11.22 Halve the total bombardment factors if the target is in a fortification hex.
11.23 Note there are two opportunities for Bombardment per player turn: once in the Bombardment Phase (if attacking enemy units which are not going to be attacked by friendly land units) and once in the Combat Phase (if attacking enemy units about to be attacked by friendly land units). An artillery unit may fire only once per player turn (in either of these phases). It may fire in both the friendly and enemy player turns of a single game turn.
11.23 Disruption. Place a disrupted marker on all disrupted units. Units that are disrupted suffer several consequences:
	(1) they may not attack;
	(2) they defend with half their combat strength;
	(3) they lose half their movement allowance.
11.24 Disruption Recovery. The effects of disruption last until the Administrative Phase of the same turn, when all disruption markers are removed and the unit regains its normal capabilities. 
11.25 Optional Disruption Recovery. Disrupted units must roll against their proficiency rating to attempt to remove the disrupted marker. This is done during the Administrative Phase, as follows:
	(1) Roll one die for each disrupted unit.
	(2) If the result is equal to or less than the unit’s Proficiency Rating, remove the disrupted marker; otherwise, the marker remains in place and the player may attempt to remove it on later turns.
11.251 Note that a unit does not have to be within command radius of a friendly headquarters to attempt disruption recovery.
11.3 Artillery bombardment factors may never be combined with air or naval bombardments factors. Air or naval factors may attack the same hex as bombardment factors in the same turn, but must be resolved as a separate attack. 
12.0 ENGINEERS & PIONEERS
12.1 Combat Engineers
12.11 If a combat engineer unit participates in an attack on an enemy fortification, the column shift for the defender is negated. In this case, the attacker must designate the engineer as the lead unit. 
12.2 Engineers & Construction Units
12.21 These units can build fortifications. The unit must begin its regular movement phase on the hex where the fortification is to built. The unit may not be disrupted. It may be at reduced strength. Place a fortification marker on its under construction side if the unit spends the entire turn in the hex. If the unit does not suffer a step loss or disruption due to enemy bombardment and is not attacked by enemy ground units, flip the fortification marker to its completed side during the Administrative Phase. Note that engineers and construction units in reserve  may not construct fortifications.

When fortifications are not manned by a friendly combat (non-HQ) unit at the end of a movement phase, they are removed from play.

13.0 AIR UNITS
Air units may perform three missions in Pacific Battles:
	(1) bombardment;
	(2) close air support; and
	(3) interdiction.
 	Each air unit can perform only one mission each game turn. All air units are placed in the Units Available Box on each player card at the start of each game turn; after they have performed a mission, they are placed in the Flown Box. Air units have no range restrictions; they may operate over the entire map.
13.1 Bombardment
	Air units fly to a hex containing enemy units to conduct a bombardment attack. They may attack any hex on the map, and always at full strength regardless of adjacency. Any number of air bombardments may be conducted against a single unit, but air units may not combine to attack a unit; each attack is conducted sequentially. Air bombardment is resolved like artillery bombardment, using a single die and referring to the Bombardment Table. Air units may not conduct defensive bombardment. 
13.11 Exception: US air units may make defensive bombardments in scenarios taking place in 1943 and later.
13.2 Close Air Support
	All friendly air units are capable of providing close air support during the regular and reserve combat phases. Only the phasing player may use air units for ground support (this means air units may not be used for defensive ground support). The effect of close air support missions is to provide a one-column shift for the attacker for each aircraft unit committed (regardless of its bombardment strength). Note that close air support is resolved not as bombardment but as combat odds shifts.
13.21 Limits. A maximum of two aircraft units may conduct ground support missions in a single hex per phase.
13.3 Interdiction 
	The phasing player has the option of using aircraft to conduct interdiction. Each air unit can place one interdiction marker on the map. This is done by placing an interdiction marker on a clear, road, or railroad hex at the conclusion of the phasing player’s turn and then placing one air unit in the mission flown pile. The following effects apply to enemy units as long as the interdiction marker is in place:
	(1) Enemy non-motorized units that enter an interdicted hex pay an additional two movement points.
	(2) Enemy motorized units that enter an interdicted hex pay an additional four movement points. 
	(3) No extra cost is paid to leave an interdicted hex. 
	(4) Interdiction markers are removed during the Administrative Phase.
Interdiction: 

13.3 is poorly worded. The Expanded Sequence of Play chart describes how interdiction should work.  The phasing player removes all enemy air and naval interdiction markers in phase D (after he has moved). He places new interdiction markers in phase F. This correct phasing allows each player's interdiction to affect the other's movement.

14.0 HEADQUARTERS UNITS
14.1 Each Headquarters (HQ) unit has a single step (the reverse side is used differently than other units). HQ may not attack, and that defend with a strength of “1.” If destroyed, a HQ unit is replaced the next turn and placed in any friendly-controlled hex (or the Staging Area) during the replacement phase with its reduced side face up. This replacement costs no replacement points. A headquarters unit can be destroyed any number of times and will always return on its reduced side. A reduced HQ may never be rebuilt to its full strength.
14.1 Command Rating
	Each headquarters unit has a command rating used to determine the creation and commitment of reserve units (see section 9.0).
14.2 Command Radius 
	Headquarters units only apply their command rating to friendly units within their command radius. The command radii for the headquarters of the various nationalities are given in the specific rules for each game. (Note that command radii are not printed on the units.)
14.3 Headquarters may also be supply sources; see scenario instructions.
15.0 SUPPLY
15.1 When Supply is Determined 
	For movement purposes, supply is determined at the instant the unit’s movement begins. For combat, supply is determined at the instant of combat. Note that a unit’s supply status may change during a single turn.
15.2 Effects of Being Out of Supply
	If a unit is out of supply, its attack strength is halved. A unit’s defense strength is never affected by supply. Out of supply motorized units have their movement factors halved. Out of supply artillery units may not use their bombardment factors.
15.3 Supply and Destroyed Units
	Units that are out of supply at the instant of their destruction are placed in the Units Permanently Destroyed Box. These units may never receive replacement points and therefore can never reenter play. A unit destroyed out of supply still contributes its lost steps to the replacement point calculation for that turn.
15.4 Supply Sources
	A supply source is a unit(s) or hex(es) designated by the scenario from which supply originates and to which units must be able to trace a Line of Supply (see 15.5)
15.5 Lines of Supply
	Units must trace a supply line, free of enemy units and their zones of control, to a supply source. For purposes of supply, friendly units negate enemy zones of control. Supply sources and the maximum length of supply lines are outlined in the specific rules for each game. (Note that supply sources are usually headquarters units that generally must be able to, in turn, trace a line of supply to another hex or unit.) 
16.0 NAVAL UNITS & NAVAL MOVEMENT
16.1 Characteristics of Naval Units
	Naval units have a bombardment factor and a range factor. They may move to any sea or partial sea hex as desired each game turn. Naval units are always in supply and cannot be attacked or destroyed.
16.2 Capabilities of Naval Units 
	Naval units can conduct bombardment and interdiction missions. Each naval unit can fire only once per game turn. All are considered available at the start of each game turn; after they have performed a mission, they are turned over to their “fired” side.
16.21 Bombardment. Naval units can use their bombardment factors at several points during the game turn. During the naval and air units bombardment phase, they conduct bombardment attacks against enemy units that are not adjacent to friendly ground units. During the regular or reserve combat phases, naval units use their bombardment factors to attack enemy units that are being attacked by friendly ground units. Allied naval units can also conduct bombardment attacks during the Japanese regular and reserve combat phases against Japanese ground units that have been designated to attack Allied ground units. 
16.22 Any number of naval units may conduct bombardment against a single enemy unit, but they may not combine their factors; each attack is conducted sequentially. Naval bombardment cannot be combined with air or artillery bombardment. It is resolved like artillery bombardment, using a single die and referring to the Bombardment Table.

Bombardment: the chart is correct.  There is a -1 DRM if the target unit is attacking.

16.23 Interdiction. The phasing player can use naval units to conduct interdiction. Each naval unit generates one interdiction marker. As with air interdiction, simply place an interdiction marker on a clear or road hex. Naval interdiction markers are placed and removed at the same time as air interdiction markers and have the same effect.
16.3 Naval Movement 
	Each player may have naval transport capability  specified in the rules for each game. Naval movement can be used by reinforcements (moving from the Staging Area to the map) or units already in play that begin their regular movement phase on a coastal hex not in an enemy ZOC. The two types of naval movement (sea movement and amphibious movement) are outlined below.
16.31 Sea movement. Units moving by sea start the regular movement phase on a coastal hex, and then move an unlimited number of hexes to another coastal hex not occupied by an enemy unit. After landing, they may move up to half their movement allowance. Reinforcements can use sea movement to enter the game (starting off map, obviously). These units are placed in any non-enemy occupied coastal hex during the regular movement phase and may move half their movement allowance.
16.32 Amphibious movement. Units using naval movement to land on a hex containing an enemy unit are considered to be using amphibious movement. Units conducting amphibious movement move an unlimited number of hexes to a coastal hex occupied by an enemy unit. Amphibious units are positioned in an adjacent all sea hex to resolve their amphibious attack during the regular combat phase. All rules for combat apply, but apply an additional one-column shift to the left. All infantry types, amphibious tank and amphibious tractor (AMTRAC) units attack at full strength in amphibious attacks. All other units attack at only one fourth their normal attack strength (drop fractions but no unit attacks at less than “1” attack factor). If the unit(s) conducting the amphibious attack cannot advance into the enemy occupied coastal hex, they are placed in the Units Permanently Destroyed Box. 
16.321 Defensive bombardment may be conducted against units making amphibious assaults by units otherwise qualified to make such bombardments. Sea hexes have a 0 terrain shift.
16.4 Supply
	Units that make a naval movement or amphibious assault are considered to be in automatic supply for the turn. 
17.0 FOG OF WAR
17.1 Examination of Enemy Units
	Players may never examine enemy stacks except:
	(1) During step 7 of the combat resolution process when all participating units are revealed. The owning player chooses which unit will be displayed on top of each stack. If a player is conducting bombardment of an enemy stack and does not wish to attack the top unit, he chooses one of the other stacked units at random.
	(2) If friendly units enter an enemy interdiction marker.
17.2 Hidden Units 
	Each player is given a specified number of concealment markers. These are placed on a unit or stack during the regular movement phase; during the movement phase, any number of units may enter the hex (within stacking limits) and be placed under the concealment marker. Once covered by a concealment marker, a unit or stack can retain it until it engages in combat or until the marker is voluntarily switched by the owning player.
 18.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
	At the end of each game, players check to see who won. Conditions for each level of victory are set by scenario. 
18.1 A player may attain one of three levels of victory (lowest to highest): 
	(1) Marginal;
	(2) Tactical; or 
	(3) Decisive.
18.2 If both players attain a level of victory, then the player who received the lower level subtracts his from the higher to determine the final victory. (for example, if the US player attains a decisive and the Japanese a tactical, the US player’s final victory is a marginal.)
18.3 If both players attain the same level of victory, or if neither player attains a level of victory, the scenario ends in a draw.
18.4 Some victory conditions are based on the number of units/steps eliminated throughout the game. In this case, players need to keep a running score of units or steps eliminated. Steps/units restored via replacements still count as eliminated for victory purposes.

Scenario Exclusive Rules

THE FALL OF SINGAPORE 
1.0 INTRODUCTION
2.0 SPECIAL RULES 
3.0 ALLIED SET-UP 
4.0 ALLIED REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE 
5.0 JAPANESE REINFORCEMENT SCHEDULE
6.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS

1.0 INTRODUCTION
	The Fall of Singapore is a simulation of the worst military defeat in British history. In less than three months, a Japanese force of three divisions under General Yamashita would force the British off the Malay peninsula and seize the island fortress of Singapore, causing some 140,000 British, Indian and Australian casualties in the process. The campaign is a case study of a smaller but better-led force outmaneuvering a much larger but poorly trained and ill-led opponent. The Japanese player will be challenged to match the historical result, while the Commonwealth player will have to use his resources to maintain control of Singapore and some of the airfields on the peninsula.
1.1 Game Scale
	Each turn is four days except the last which is six; each hex is approximately 14 miles across,
1.2 Unit Abbreviations
Commonwealth: A —Australian; I —Indian; M —Malay; Units with no abbreviations are British
Japanese: GDS—Imperial Guards Division; H—heavy (artillery) 
1.3 Breakdown Units
	Several brigade and regiment sized units have a total of three or four steps. These steps are represented by breakdown units bearing the identical historical designation of the parent unit. Breakdown units are placed on the map when required by losses. Only the breakdown unit or the parent unit may be in play at any one time. 
1.4 First Player
	If not using the initiative rule (4.0), then the Japanese player is always the first player.
2.0 SPECIAL RULES
2.1 Stacking
	Both the Japanese and Commonwealth players can stack two units of any type or size in a single hex. Additionally, a tank unit, one artillery, or one headquarters may be added free to any stack for a maximum of three units.
2.2 Replacements
	In addition to regular replacements, which are received in the normal manner each turn, the Commonwealth player receives special replacements. On turn 12, the Commonwealth player receives three steps that can only be used to replace Indian infantry. On turn 13, one step is received that may be used to replace an Australian infantry step. 
2.3 Headquarters Command Radius & Reserve Activation
2.31 The command radius for Japanese headquarters units is equal to their command rating.
2.32 The command radius for Commonwealth headquarters units is equal to half their command rating.
2.4 Zones of Control
2.41 No unit exerts a ZOC across the Johore Strait or onto or from Penang Island.
2.42 Commonwealth units only exert ZOCs into clear hexes.
2.5 Supply
2.51 Supply range: 
	(1) Commonwealth: The line of supply to a supply source may be a maximum of five hexes.
	(2) Japanese: The line of supply to a supply source may be a maximum of five hexes.
2.52 Commonwealth supply sources: All headquarters units are potential supply sources. For a headquarters to be a valid supply source, it must be able to trace a line of supply of any length along road or railroad hexes to any port hex. However, if the Commonwealth controls less than three airfields (that is, 0 through 2), only Singapore is considered a valid supply source (owing to Japanese air attacks).
2.53  Japanese supply sources:  Any headquarters unit is a valid supply source if it can trace a line of supply of any length along a road or  railroad to the ports of Singora (1707) or Patani (1910) or the road hex  which exits the map at hex 1506 (as an aside, the road hex on 1506 should actually be shown exiting the map).
2.54 Both Japanese and Commonwealth units may trace supply to any friendly headquarters regardless of the unit’s formation headquarters.
2.6 Unit Integrity Bonus
The following formations are eligible for the unit integrity bonus
	(1) Japanese - 5th and 18th Infantry Divisions
	(2) Commonwealth: None.
2.7 Singapore Island 
2.71 The Commonwealth player must maintain a minimum garrison of two brigades on Singapore. If he fails to do so, all Commonwealth units are automatically out of supply regardless of their position. Normal supply rules are restored the instant the Commonwealth player restores the garrison.
2.72 Stacking on Singapore Island is doubled: up to four units of any size may stack in a single hex plus an additional tank, artillery and headquarters unit. Additionally, Japanese units may stack up to double these  limits on hexes adjacent to Singapore Island.
2.73 Attacks across the Johore Strait are executed as a river assault, with the river shifts on the combat results table. Additionally, any attack in which all units are attacking across the Johore Strait suffers a -1 DRM.
2.74 Any attack by either side that occurs on Singapore Island or is mounted across the Johore Strait onto the island may include an additional round of combat. Immediately after the regular combat phase, if the defending units still occupy the combat hex, and at the attacking player’s discretion, another round of combat may be declared. This special round of combat follows all normal combat rules.
2.75 Motorized units may only move on or off Singapore Island by the causeway running between hexes 1938 and 1939.
2.76 If, during any Administrative Phase, Japanese units occupy hex 1939, a single die is rolled. On a roll of 1-2 the Commonwealth garrison capitulates and Singapore is considered captured that turn. This reflects the Japanese capture of the reservoirs on the island and a British surrender for humanitarian reasons.
2.8 Naval Movement
2.81 Japanese reinforcements that arrive by sea are placed in the designated port of entry and may move normally (with their full movement allowance) on their turn of arrival. 
2.82 All Commonwealth reinforcements arrive by sea. All must enter via Singapore port and may move normally on their turn of arrival.
2.83 Under certain conditions, the Japanese player (only) may use a special form of sea movement. Starting the turn after the Japanese have captured Penang Island, the Japanese may move a single infantry regiment by sea every other turn (even if Penang Island is later recaptured). This movement may only be conducted on the west coast of Malaya between hexes 1015 and 1635. The unit moving by sea must start the turn in a Japanese held port and may only move to another port hex. If the hex is occupied, resolve the attack as an amphibious assault. If the hex is unoccupied, the Japanese units may land but move no farther that movement phase.
2.84 Units are considered to be in supply on the turn they use naval movement. Normal supply rules apply on subsequent turns.
2.9 Japanese Air Units
2.91 Only one Japanese air unit is available on turn 1. As the Japanese capture airfields in Malaya, the other two units will enter play. When the Japanese control four airfields during the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase, a second air unit enters. When six airfields are Japanese controlled, the third (and last) air unit enters. Should control of airfields fall below the levels above during a Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase, Japanese excess air units are removed (they reenter when the Japanese regain control of the required numbers of airfields).
2.92 Japanese air units never perform defensive support missions, only bombardment and offensive support.
2.93 Each Japanese air unit may generate two interdiction markers, which may be placed anywhere.
2.10 Motorized Movement
2.10.1 Japanese motorized infantry regiments move as either motorized or non-motorized units at the discretion of the Japanese player. This determination is made at the start of any movement phase and may change as often as desired from turn to turn.
2.92 The Commonwealth player has a number of truck units; each can motorize one Commonwealth infantry brigade. Truck units are placed  or removed during the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement phase. When placed on a Commonwealth unit they have no effect other than to convert the infantry brigade into a motorized unit for movement purposes. Truck units are never permanently lost; if their host unit is destroyed, the truck unit is still available in the next Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase. They do not count for stacking.
2.11 Concealment Markers. The real value of concealment markers are that they prevent the opposing player from examining the stack during interdiction and prevent the top unit  of the stack from being observed.
	The Japanese player receives four concealment markers, the Commonwealth player receives none.
2.12 Maximum Effort attack. Only the Japanese may conduct maximum effort attacks. The Allied player may not conduct maximum effort attacks.
3.0 ALLIED SET UP
	The Commonwealth player sets up first. All units start at strength and may not start in reserve.
Unit 	Hex Location 
III Corps HQ 	1327
6th Indian Brigade 	1410
15th Indian Brigade 	1411
11th Indian Artillery Brigade 	1214
HQ, 11th Indian Division 	1214
28th Indian Brigade 	1420
8th Indian Brigade 	2216
22nd Indian Brigade 	2326
9th Indian Artillery Brigade 	1327
HQ, 9th Indian Division 	1327
22nd Australian Brigade 	2234
27th Australian Brigade 	1836
8th Australian Artillery Brigade 	2235
HQ, 8th Australian Division 	2235
12th Indian Brigade 	1230
1st Malay Brigade 	1940
2nd Malay Brigade 	1940
3 Truck Units as desired
4.0 ALLIED REINFORCEMENTS
TURN 8 
45th Indian Brigade 
TURN 10: 
53rd Brigade, 18th DIV; 85th Anti Tank Regiment
TURN 12: 
44th Indian Brigade 
TURN 13: 
Australian 2/4 Battalion
TURN 14: Remainder 18th DIV (4 units)
5.0 JAPANESE SET-UP
	All Japanese units enter as reinforcements. Units start at full strength.
TURN 1:
At Singora (1707): 5th Division HQ Unit, 11th Infantry Regiment, 41st Infantry Regiment, 5th Reconnaissance Regiment, 3rd Heavy Artillery Regiment, 1st Tank Regiment
At Patani (1910): 42nd Infantry Regiment
At Kota Bharu (2215):18th Division HQ Unit, 56th Infantry
Regiment
READY AIR BOX: 7th Air Brigade 
TURN 3: Singora: 5th Artillery Regiment, 6th Tank Regiment
TURN 4: Hex 1506: Imperial Guards Division (six units)
TURN 6: Singora: 21st Infantry Regiment; Kota Bharu: 55th
Infantry Regiment
TURN 12: Singora: 18th Heavy Artillery Regiment, 3rd Mountain  Artillery Regiment, 3/5/14 Mortar Regiment, 14th Tank Regiment, 114th Infantry Regiment, 18th Heavy Artillery Regiment, 22nd Reconnaissance Regiment
6.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
	Victory for the Japanese player is predicated on matching the historical achievements of General Yamashita. There are no levels of victory. The Japanese player wins if all hexes of Singapore Island are captured at any point during the game. The Commonwealth player wins if no Japanese units are on Singapore Island at the end of turn 17. Any other result is considered a draw. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
	Struggle on Bataan is a simulation of the desperate U.S. and Filipino defense of the Bataan Peninsula between 9 January and 9 April 1942. Though ill-equipped and poorly supplied, the defenders brought the Japanese attack to a standstill. To complete their conquest of the Philippines, the Japanese were forced to bring in massive reinforcements before launching their final assault in April. The defense of Bataan, though ultimately doomed, constituted the only serious disruption to the string of Japanese victories during the first six months of the war.
1.1 Game Scale
	Each turn is five days (except for the last turn, which is seven); each hex is approximately one mile across.
1.2 Unit Abbreviations
Japanese: N- Nagano Detachment (elements of Japanese 21st Infantry Division) 
U.S.: C- Philippine Constabulary, CA- Coast Artillery, COMP - composite (several Filipino engineer units grouped together for game purposes), H- heavy field artillery, P-Philippine Division, PAC - Provisional Air Corps Regiment (Air Corps personnel fighting as infantry), SPM- self-propelled mounts (half-tracks with 75mm guns) USN- United States Navy (sailors with no ships)
1.3 First Player
	If not using the initiative rule (4.0), the Japanese player is always the first player.
2.0 SPECIAL RULES
2.1 Stacking
2.11 Japanese: three units of any type or size may stack in a single hex. Additionally, one tank unit, one artillery unit and one headquarters may be added to any stack.
2.12 Allied: one regiment (or three battalions) of any type of unit may stack in the same hex. Additionally, any one tank unit, one artillery unit and one headquarters may be added to any stack.
2.2 Replacements
	In addition to regular replacements received in the normal manner each turn, the Japanese also receive special replacements. On turn 12, the Japanese player receives seven steps that may be used only for the 65th Brigade, and another seven steps that may be used only for the 16th Division. These steps may only be used on non-artillery units of their respective units. When used, the Japanese unit that receives them may not move or attack that turn.
2.3 Headquarters Command Radius & Reserve Activation
2.31 The command radius for each Japanese headquarters unit is equal to twice its command rating.
2.32 The command radius for each U.S. (non-Filipino) headquarters unit is equal to twice its command rating. For Filipino headquarters, their command radius is equal to their command rating.
2.33 U.S./Filipino corps headquarters may use their command rating to create or commit reserves with any U.S./Filipino unit. Every other headquarters unit may only create or commit reserves with units subordinate to that unit headquarters or with units with no higher unit headquarters.
2.4 Supply
2.41 Supply range: 
	(1) Allied: for U.S. and Filipino units, the supply range to a supply source may be a maximum of seven hexes.
	(2) Japanese: for Japanese units, the supply range to a supply source may be a maximum of seven hexes. 
2.42 Supply sources: all headquarters units are potential supply sources.
	(1) Allied. For an Allied headquarters to be a valid supply source, it must be able to trace a line of supply of any length to either Mariveles or Cabcaben. 
	(2) Japanese. Japanese headquarters must be able to trace a line of supply to any hex on the north edge of the map or to hex 1008 to be a valid supply source.
2.43 A unit may trace supply to any friendly headquarters unit, not just the unit’s formation headquarters.
2.5 Unit Integrity Bonus
The following formations are eligible for the unit integrity bonus: 
	(1) Japanese—9th and 20th Infantry Regiments, 16th Infantry Division; 8th, 37th and 61st Infantry Regiments, 4th Infantry Division; 62nd Infantry Regiment, Nagano Detachment.
	(2) Allied—31st, 45th, and 57th Infantry Regiments, Philippine Division.
2.6 Attrition
	As a result of a general lack of supplies (particularly provisions), Allied units may suffer attrition. Beginning on turn 1 during the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement phase, the Allied player rolls a single die and consults the Attrition Table. Cross referencing the die roll with the proper month will indicate the number of steps the Allied player must immediately remove. When a game turn contains days from two months, roll on the Attrition Table using the later month. Any turn during which the Japanese control both Cabcaben and Mariveles, the Allies roll for attrition on the April column. When removing steps, no unit can be eliminated until each unit in play has suffered one step loss. Step losses from attrition are not used to calculate replacements for the next turn. Units eliminated from attrition are placed in the Units Destroyed Box, not the Permanently Destroyed Box.
2.7 Naval Movement
	The Japanese player may use naval movement. The Allied player may not.
2.71 For the entire game, the Japanese player may move a total of three infantry (only) battalions by sea (that is, three units the entire game, not per turn). He may choose to use either sea or amphibious movement or any combination; however, only one battalion may be moved in any one turn.
2.72 When using naval movement, the Japanese player may use any coastal hex as the target hex. If the target hex contains an enemy unit, the unit moving by sea must conduct an amphibious attack.
2.73 Units are considered to be in supply on the turn they use naval movement. Once ashore, normal supply rules apply.
2.8 Maximum Effort Attacks
	Only the Japanese may conduct maximum effort attacks. The Allied player may not conduct maximum effort attacks
2.9 Concealment Markers 
	Each player receives four concealment markers. 
2.10 Terrain Effects Chart
	Motorized units may not enter jungle hexes other than on road/trail, paying normal road/trail movement costs.
3.0 ALLIED SET UP
	The Allied player sets up first. All units start at full strength.
II Corps HQ Unit - hex 3309
51st Division (4 units) - within three hexes of 2507 
41st Division (5 units) - within three hexes of 2906 
21st Division (5 units) - within one hex of 2909
57th Regiment, Philippine Division (3 units) - within two hexes of 3105
11th Division (4 units) - within one hex of 3109
52nd Regiment, 51st Division - within five hexes of 3513
Remainder of Philippine Division (10 units) - within one hex of 3214
I Corps HQ Unit - hex 2014
31st Division (5 units) - within five hexes of 2014
1st Regiment, 1st Division - within two hexes of 1310
Remainder of 1st Division (2 units) - within one hex of 2012
 26th Cavalry Regiment - within one hex of 2213
91st Division (4 units) and 71st Division (3 units) - within two hexes of 2314
Service Command area:
2nd Division (4 units) - within eight hexes of 3624 
USN Battalion - hex 2826
	For the remaining 11 units, one is placed within one hex of any headquarters unit already set up 
	The player may place any or all units in reserve status prior to start of play.
4.0 JAPANESE SET-UP
	The Japanese player sets up second. All units start at full strength. The Japanese player has the initiative on turn one; skip the initiative determination phase. He may make any number of attacks he desires.
Within two hexes of 2601:
65th Infantry Brigade (7 units)
9th Infantry Regiment (3 units)
First Battalion, 48th Mountain Artillery Regiment
16th Engineer Regiment, 7th Tank Regiment
1st Field Heavy Artillery Regiment
8th Field Heavy Artillery Regiment
9th Independent Heavy Artillery Battalion
The two 5th Air Group units are available at Game Start.
	The player may place any or all units in reserve status prior to start of play.
5.0 JAPANESE REINFORCEMENTS
	These units may enter on any hex on the northern map edge, hex 1008, or by using sea movement. All enter at full strength.
TURN 2 
2nd and 3rd Battalions, 20th Infantry Regiment
2nd Battalion, 48th Mountain Artillery Regiment
Headquarters Unit, 16th Infantry Division
TURN 3 
1st Battalion, 20th Infantry Regiment
TURN 6 
1st and 2nd Battalions, 33rd Infantry Regiment
3rd Battalion, 48th Mountain Artillery Regiment
TURN 10 
Nagano Detachment (5 units)
3rd Independent Mountain Artillery Regiment
3rd Mortar Battalion
TURN 13 
2nd Independent Mortar Battalion
20th Independent Mountain Artillery Battalion
21st Field Heavy Artillery Battalion 
TURN 14 
4th Infantry Division (12 units)
Remaining 4 Air units
TURN 17 
1st Field Heavy Artillery Regiment
14th Independent Mortar Battalion
6.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS
	The game concludes following the Administrative Phase on turn 18 or whenever no Allied units remain on the map following an Administrative Phase, whichever comes first. Each player has a different victory condition; if neither is met, the game ends in a draw.
Japanese victory: 
	(1) Marginal: all Allied units are cleared from the map before or by the end of turn 18.
	(2) Tactical: all Allied units are cleared from the map before or by the end of turn 15.
	(3) Decisive: all Allied units are cleared from the map before or by the end of turn 12.
Allied victory: 
	(1) Marginal: maintain 1 step on Bataan, in supply, at the end of turn 18.
	(2) Tactical: maintain 2-10 steps of units on Bataan, in supply, at the end of turn 18. 
	(3) Decisive: maintain 11 or more steps of units on Bataan, in supply, at the end of turn 18.

BATAAN ATTRITION TABLE
			Month
Die	Jan	Feb	Mar	Apr
1	0	0	1	1
2	0	0	1	2
3	0	0	2	3
4	0	0	2	4
5	0	1	3	5
6	1	1	3	6
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
	Turning Point: Guadalcanal is a simulation of the struggle between the United States and Japan for possession of the island of Guadalcanal in the southern Solomons. The battle lasted from August 1942 until early February 1943 and resulted in a strategic defeat for Japan. The opponents on Guadalcanal were approximately of equal strength, and with control of the seas around the island still to be decided, Guadalcanal was the last time in the war an American amphibious operation faced the prospect of total defeat. Victory for the United States constituted its first offensive victory and marked the end of the beginning of the war in the Pacific. From Guadalcanal the road led ultimately to Tokyo.
	Turning Point: Guadalcanal covers the most critical period of the land battle for the island, the months of September, October and November. During this time, the Japanese launched two major attacks to recapture the key airfield on the island. Both were defeated. Another attempt was forestalled by an American naval victory.
1.1 Game Scale
	Each turn is five days (except the last ,which is six); each hex is approximately 1000 yards across.
1.2 Unit Abbreviations
U.S.: A- AMTRAC (U.S. Amphibious Tractors); AM- AMERICAL Division; C - Composite (several smaller units of the same type grouped together for game purposes); CB- Construction Battalion (“SEABEES”); DB- Defense Battalion; MAW - Marine Air Wing;  P —Pioneer; 1R, 2R- First/Second Raider Battalion; SW- Special Weapons (Marine Heavy Weapons Battalion); USAAF- U.S. Army Air Force.
Japanese: CU- Construction unit; GD —Guard; H - Field Heavy Artillery; K - KUMA (“Bear”) Battalion; M —Maizuru Special Naval Landing Force; Y —Yokosuka Special Naval Landing Force
1.3 First Player
	If not using the initiative rule (4.0), the Japanese player is the first player on turns 1-15; the U.S. player is first player on turn 16 and all turns after. 
2.0 SPECIAL RULES
2.1 Stacking
	Both the Japanese and U.S. players may stack two units of any type or size in a single hex. Additionally, one each tank, artillery, and headquarters unit may be added free to any stack.
2.2 Special Replacements
	In addition to regular replacements, which are received in the normal manner each turn, both players also receive special replacements. On turn 14 the U.S. Player receives four steps that must be used with any Marine infantry battalion. If the optional convoy rule is used, the Japanese player receives a large number of replacement steps on turn 16 (see 2.11). Unlike regular replacements, special replacements may be saved from turn to turn until expended.
2.3 Headquarters Command Radius & Reserve Activation
2.31 The command radius for Japanese headquarters is equal to their command rating.
2.32 The command radius for U.S. headquarters is also equal to their command rating.
2.33 The U.S. First Marine Division headquarters may use its command rating to create or commit reserves with any U.S. unit. Every other headquarters unit may only create or commit reserves with units subordinate to that unit headquarters or with units with no higher unit headquarters.
2.4 Supply
2.41 Supply range 
	(1) Allied: For U.S. units, the supply range to a supply source may be a maximum of five hexes.
	(2) Japanese: For Japanese units, the supply range to a supply source may be a maximum of five hexes.
2.42 U.S. supply source. All headquarters units are potential supply sources. For a headquarters to be a valid supply source, it must be able to trace a line of supply of any length to the headquarters of the First Marine Division. The First Marine Division is considered a valid supply source during any turn all three hexes of Henderson Field are U.S. controlled. Otherwise, all U.S. units are out of supply.
2.43 Japanese supply source. Any headquarters unit is a valid supply source if it can trace a line of supply a coastal hex not occupied by a U.S. unit or its ZOC. if no coastal hexes are available, supply may be traced to any hex on the east or west map edge.
2.44 Both Japanese and U.S. units may trace supply to any friendly headquarters unit, not just the unit’s formation headquarters, as long as it can trace a line of supply to a valid supply source.
2.5 Unit Integrity Bonus
	The following formations are eligible for the unit integrity bonus: 
	(1) Japanese - 4th, 16th, 29th, 124th, 228th Infantry Regiments.
	(2) Allied - 1st, 2nd, 5th, 7th, and 8th Marine Regiments.
2.6 Attrition
	In the actual battle, many more casualties were caused by disease than by enemy action. In the game, both sides may suffer from attrition. 
2.61 Beginning on turn 1 during the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase, both players roll a single die and consult the Attrition Table. Cross referencing the die roll with the proper month will indicate the number of steps that must immediately be removed. When a game turn contains days from two months, roll on the Attrition Table using the latest month. Any turn during which the Japanese player holds any hex of Henderson Field, the U.S. player rolls for attrition on the Special column.
2.62 When removing steps, no unit can be eliminated until each unit in play has suffered one step loss. Units eliminated from attrition are placed in the Units Destroyed Box, not the Permanently Destroyed Box. For the U.S. player, step losses from attrition are used to calculate replacements for the next turn; the Japanese player may not use attrition losses to calculate next turn’s replacements.
2.7 Naval Movement
2.71 Japanese reinforcements arrive by sea movement. The Japanese player must designate (in writing on a piece of paper) the turn prior to a unit’s scheduled arrival its exact arrival hex. The Japanese player may designate any coastal hex on Guadalcanal as a possible arrival hex. During the Movement Phase (regular only, not reserve) the reinforcement is placed on the designated arrival hex. If within two hexes of any U.S. unit, the unit may suffer attrition as described below:
 Die roll 	Result
1 	unit destroyed
2,3 	unit loses one step
4,5,6 	no effect
	Lost steps due to this table are not used to calculate replacements. After attrition is exacted, a unit may move up to half its movement allowance or, if it has landed on a hex containing an enemy unit, it must execute an amphibious assault.
2.72 The Japanese player may cancel planned sea movement at the beginning of his movement phase. In this case, arrival hexes are re-plotted for the next turn. Reinforcements may be delayed any number of turns in this manner.
2.73 Japanese units already in play may not use sea movement.
2.74 All U.S. reinforcements also enter by sea (the U.S. naval movement capacity is equal to the number of reinforcements for the turn). The same procedure is used for Japanese sea movement, but no roll is made for naval movement attrition. U.S. reinforcements may not be delayed. Additionally, during turns with no U.S. reinforcement scheduled to enter, the U.S. may move a single infantry or marine infantry battalion using sea movement.
2.75 Units are considered to be in supply on the turn they use naval movement. On following turns ashore, normal supply rules apply.
2.8 Special Terrain Consideration 
	Motorized units may only cross the Matanikau River on the hexside crossed by the road.
2.9 Concealment Markers 
	Each player receives eight concealment markers.
2.10 U.S. Naval Unit 
	The availability of this unit is uncertain from turn to turn. During the Joint Replacement and Reinforcement Phase, each player rolls a die. If the U.S. roll is higher, the naval unit is available that turn. Ties are re-rolled. The U.S. naval unit may not fire during the Japanese player turn.
2.11 Japanese November Convoy 
	The climactic event in the Guadalcanal Campaign was a major attempt by the Japanese to reinforce the island with a large convoy in mid-November. After two night naval actions preserved Henderson Field from bombardment by Japanese battleships, U.S. aircraft destroyed the convoy and ended any Japanese hope of resuming the offensive. Players may choose to use the historical outcome of the November convoy or try a variant that assumes the convoy reached the island undamaged. Roll one die at the start of turn 16. Results are: 
1-2 Historical variant: the four units scheduled to arrive on turn 16 arrive with a one step loss. This variant is only in effect if the U.S. player holds all hexes of Henderson Field; otherwise, the convoy arrives as described below.
3-4 Full-strength convoy: all units arrive at full strength. The Japanese player also receives 8 infantry and 2 engineer special replacement points. Additionally, on one turn of his choice, this or following, all Japanese artillery units may double their combat strength.
5-6 Convoy destroyed/turned back: no units arrive.
3.0 U.S. SET UP
	The U.S. player sets up first. All units start at full strength and may start in reserve if desired.
	The following units are placed within six hexes of Henderson Field: 
1st Marine Regiment (4 units) 
5th Marine Regiment (4 units) 
2nd, 3rd, 5th Battalions, 11th Marine Artillery Regiment 
1st Marine Division HQ Unit
1st Special Weapons Battalion
1st Engineer Battalion
A, B, C Companies, 1st Tank Battalion
1st AMTRAC Battalion
3rd Defense Battalion
1st Pioneer Battalion
6th Construction Battalion
1st MAW Ground Element (must begin on a Henderson Field hex)
1st MAW Air Element (begins in ready box)
U.S. player may place 8 fortification markers.
4.0 U.S. REINFORCEMENTS
TURN 1: 
1st Raider Battalion
1st Parachute Battalion*
*Enters via Naval Movement (no airborne drops allowed in the scenario)
TURN 4: 
3rd Battalion, 2nd Marine Regiment
7th Marine Regiment (4 units)
1st Battalion, 11th Marine Artillery Regiment
	Remove the 1st Parachute Battalion from play (regardless of location; if reduced, most also lose one additional replacement step this turn; if eliminated, lose two replacement steps this turn)
TURN 9: 
164th Infantry Regiment (4 units)
TURN 10: 
3rd Battalion, 10th Marine Artillery Regiment
TURN 13: 
2nd Marine Regiment (3 units)
8th Marine Regiment (4 units)
1st Battalion, 10th Marine Artillery Regiment
Composite Artillery Battalion
TURN 15:
182nd Infantry Regiment (3 units, no 3rd Battalion)
245th Artillery Battalion
USAAF Air Unit
TURN 18: 
147th Infantry Regiment (4 units)
2nd Raider Battalion
2nd Battalion, 10th Marine Artillery Regiment
57th Engineer Battalion
5.0 JAPANESE SET-UP
	The Japanese player sets up second. All units must be set-up at least eight hexes from Henderson Field. No unit can begin the game in reserve or in a fortified position. All units start at full strength.
1st and 3rd Battalions, 124th Regiment
Kuma Battalion
Yokosuka SNLF
11th and 13th Construction units
81st Guard Unit
HQ Unit 35th Brigade 
HQ Unit 124th Regiment
6.0 JAPANESE REINFORCEMENTS
TURN 1: 
2nd Battalion and HQ Unit, 4th Regiment
6th Shipping Engineer Regiment
Composite Engineer Battalion
HQ Unit, 2nd Infantry Division
TURN2:
2nd Battalion, 124th Regiment
3rd Shipping Engineer Regiment
TURN 3: 
3rd Battalion, 4th Regiment
TURN 4:
1st Battalion, 4th Regiment
TURN 6:
2nd Engineer Regiment
TURN 7:
29th Infantry Regiment (4 units)
20th Mountain Gun Regiment
1st Shipping Engineer Regiment
TURN 8: 
10th Mountain Gun Regiment
2nd and 6th Anti Tank Gun Battalions 
TURN 9: 
Maizuru SNLF
2nd Artillery Regiment
9th Anti Tank Gun Battalion
38th Anti Aircraft Battalion
1st and 3rd Light Mortar Battalions
39th Construction Unit
21st Artillery Regiment
TURN 10: 
16th Infantry Regiment (4 units)
1st and 3rd Battalions, 230th Infantry Regiment
1st Tank Company 
45th/47th Anti Aircraft Battalion
38th Engineer Regiment
38th Mountain Gun Regiment
	4th Artillery Regiment
7th Artillery Regiment
HQ Unit 38th Division
HQ Unit 230th Regiment
TURN 12: 
1st Battalion and HQ Unit, 228th Infantry Regiment 
TURN 14: 
2nd and 3rd Battalions, 228th Infantry Regiment
TURN 16: 
1st Battalion and HQ Unit, 229th Infantry Regiment
2nd Battalion, 230th Infantry Regiment
2nd Shipping Engineer Regiment 
(See 2.11)
24.0 VICTORY CONDITIONS 
	Victory is centered around possession of Henderson Field. 
Japanese victory: 
(1) Marginal: Japanese player holds all three Henderson Field hexes on the Administrative Phase of turn 18.
(2) Tactical: Japanese player holds all three Henderson Field hexes during the Administrative Phase of two consecutive game turns during turns 12-17 (in this event, the game ends in an immediate Japanese victory).
(3) Decisive: Japanese player holds all three Henderson Field hexes during the Administrative Phase of two consecutive game turns prior during turns 1-11 (in this event, the game ends in an immediate Japanese victory).
Allied victory: 
(1) Marginal: American player holds all three Henderson Field hexes on the Administrative Phase of turn 18.
(2) Tactical: American player holds all three Henderson Field hexes on the Administrative Phase of turn 18 AND there are no Japanese units within three hexes of any Henderson Field hex. 
(3) Decisive: American player holds all three Henderson Field hexes on the Administrative Phase of turn 18 AND there are no Japanese units within six hexes of any Henderson Field hex.
Any other result is considered a draw.

GUADALCANAL ATTRITION TABLE
 		MONTH
Die	 SEP 	OCT 	NOV 	SPECIAL
1 	0 	0 	1 	1
2 	0 	1 	1 	2
3 	0 	1 	1 	3
4 	0 	1 	1 	4
5 	1 	1 	2 	5
6 	1 	2 	2 	6

The terrain chart is incorrect.  Motorized units can cross river hex sides at a cost of 3 MPs. See case 2.8 for the only exception.

Q. The phasing player will have little trouble resolving artillery fire, since he will be attacking a single hex at a time. However, the
manner of resolving defensive fire is less clear. The rules say one fires at units, but the errata says one fires at hexes. Another answer on ConsimWorld says that artillery results apply to all attacking stacks in a multi-hex attack. That makes a big difference. Artillery results are step losses and disruptions. Disrupted units cannot attack. Thus, defensive artillery fire might prevent one unit, one stack, or all stacks from attacking. Which is right?

A. Arty fire is directed at a unit, not the hex or stack, and certainly not at several hexes.

- - - end of file - - - 

